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壹、名詞解釋：30% 

1. Id   
2. Altruism  
3. Reaction formation   
4. Learned helplessness   
5. Imprinting  
6. Delusion  
7. Schizoaffective  
8. Word salad   
9. Achievement test   

     10. Emotional Intelligence 
 

  貳、問答題：70% 
一、Please explain the relationship between cognitive theory of motivation and the nature of 

intelligence , please also explore the connections between the two.; What do you think why 
people succeed and fail in their careers? (10%) 

二、Which is the most common reason for an individual of higher socioeconomic status to “move 
downward” into a significantly lower socioeconomic group? (10%) 

三、One of the key issues addressed by personality theorist is consistency: Does a person behave the 
same way across different situations, or does behavior vary with tangential thought? What are 
your feelings on this issue? How do you explain your answer? (10%) 

四、What are the major theories of the mind developed by Freud? Which part of Freud's topographic 
mind contains information that is unconscious, yet can be brought to the conscious with 
prompting? Which part of the mind contains thoughts a person is aware of and the mind helps a 
person maintain relationships? How is the expression of the id regulated? (10%) 

五、A 37-year-old man is referred to a psychiatrist for evaluation for sexual reassignment. He states 
that from as early as he can remember, he has been sexually attracted only to other men. 
However, he always feels enormous guilt after a sexual liaison with a man. While he has 
functioned adequately with women, he has no emotional or physical affinity for them. He is 
requesting sexual reassignment because he wants to have a husband and a normal heterosexual 
life. What is the diagnosis and explanations?   (10%) 

六、Mr. A presents to your office for follow-up for asthma. He admits that he has been drinking more 
over the last couple of weeks. You ask about his mood and he answers “so-so” but admits to 
more frustration and irritability, no energy, and decreased sexual desire for his wife of thirty 
years. What is the next best question that you should ask Mr. A? (10%) 

七、What is the meaning of organizational citizenship？Please explain the psychological cognitions 
condition? (10%) 

 


